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SHORT CV
I studied acting at the Hochschule der Künste in Bern, where I graduated with a Master of
Arts in Expanded Theatre.
I work polyglot (de/es/eng/fra/it) and across disciplines in various constellations as an
actress, performer, artistic director, co-author and concept inventor (e.g. with helium-x.ch,
natascha moschini, daniela janjic, philippe heule, greller keller, latinlover, transform bern,
cynthia gonzalez, fisting sisters). My main interest centers in performative formats and
process-oriented working methods, autonomous working structures are essential for me.
However, I also dedicate my time to dramatic theatre with lots of tenderness. Other
activities/areas that influence my artistic practice: Experimental speech art, interpreting,
radio journalism.
I am currently working on my short play series polyglot dreams, which deal with different
aspects of multilingualism on stage in the form of performative essays.
At the Theater und Orchester Heidelberg I am currently working with the actress and
performer Johanna Dähler under the feminist theatre and performance label
FISTING*SISTERS developing the lecture performance NAMASTE MY CLASS, which deals
with the representation of women in rap.
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NAMASTEmyASS
by Fisting*Sisters

Live from Heidelberg, Germany, the birthplace of German-speaking hip-hop, two performing artists
and rap fans will go back to their youth by means of biographical research and pose identity-forming
questions to inspiring female role models that did not exist back then. The hip-hop scene is then as
now in the hands of a heteropatriarchy. They no longer want to accept this and are now willing to
become role models themselves. During this transformation process they performatively dive into
their worlds of longing and proclaim political statements in the form of cloud rap-like new poetry. In
doing so, they are currently questioning existing representational and power relations in the cultural
and creative industries.
Fisting*Sisters is a feminist theatre & performance label which researches progressively as a
borderliner between performance, acting and music. It tries to test new forms of expression &
representation of contemporary life in front of a diversified audience. The label is committed to
unconventional readings of dramatic female characters and wishes to stir up & overthrow
long-established royal interpretive authorities from their drones worthy of restoration by means of a
kind of artistic activism.
concept idea & performance: Johanna Dähler, Daniela Ruocco / dramaturgy: Josefine Rausch /
music: Jeremy Heiß & Annie Rüfenacht
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WAS BIST DU NOCH? / A ŠTA SI TI JOŠ?/ ÇKA TJETËR JE TI?/ MI VAGY
MÉG?

Artistic research in the surroundings of Prishtina (June 2019). The working group from Kosovo, Serbia and Switzerland posing during a
walk in the peaceful hills ;-)
(in the back Fltor:Nina Kohler, Daniela Ruocco, Aurita Agushi, Adrian Morina, Albana Agaj, Shpetim Selmani, Jeton Neziraj, Alexandra
Portmann, Dávid Búbos, Manuel Bürgin, Maike Lex. Vorne: Boris Kučov, Christoph Rath, Daniela Janjic)

In this project we want to tell a story of an identity crisis at the beginning of the 21st century
in the middle of Europe in the form of a theatre-role-play and with performative elements.
The story is geographically located in Switzerland, the countries of the former Yugoslavia
and Hungary. The recent political history of wars in the middle of Europe and the
disintegration of a socialist federation plays into history a personal search for identity.
Documentary material serves as inspiration. But a super story will emerge from the universe
of fiction.
This project is part of a four-year cooperation between the Schlachthaus Theater Bern,
Theater Winkelwiese (Zurich), Qendra Multimedia (Pristina) and Deze Kostolanij (Subotica)
with the title "The Albanians, the Serbs, the Hungarian, the Swiss and some other little
details or Where is home?" supported by Pro Helvetia.
directed by: Maike Lex
text: Daniela Janjic
dramaturgy/artistic collaboration: Daniela Ruocco
oeil exterieur: Alexandra Portmann
Equipment: Romy Springsguth
Composition and live music: Milena Krstic
Production management: MTL Productions, Marie Theres Langenstein
Assistant Director: N.N.
Actors/Actresses:
Albana Agaj, Boris Kučov, Dávid Búbos, Monika Varga
Light- and sound design: N.N.
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KÜR

Through our socialization and politicization, our bodies transform into battlefields.
Both Daniela Ruocco and Natascha Moschini took part in athletic competitions in their youth. In their
research work KÜR they ask themselves questions about the shaping of the female body in
preparation for a dance or sports competition. In their "Sharing" during the feminist theatre and
performance days they focus on how to deal with vulnerability within a competitive environment and
work with the image of the "muscle armour" in the field of tension between resistance and
obedience.
Daniela Ruocco and Natascha Moschini create anatomical fictions in an essayistic way: beautiful and
at the same time disturbing fantasies beyond supposed realities. Through their autobiographical
research and exchange with experts, their narrative expands into a polyphonic execution about the
body in society. So-called anatomic fictions are created - narratives with and about the body.

concept/idea & performance: Natascha Moschini, Daniela Ruocco
dramaturgical collaoration: Eva Böhmer
outside eye: Simone Truong
visuals: Paula Reissig
associated artist: Xiao Ke
Residency with deFiguranten in Menen/BE, August 2018 and in co-production with Schlachthaus
Theater Bern. Supported by Swisslos Kanton Bern, Burgergemeinde Bern, Swiss Performing Arts
Society SIS
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SECHSUNDDREISSIGTAUSEND

People come together because they share an interest. In art, this is usually an idea or a specific
question. But sometimes it is also an economic interest that generates a common basis. Thirty-six
thousand i s the number that has created an artistic connection between Eva Böhmer, Jurate
Braginaite, Natascha Moschini, Daniela Ruocco and Pascale Utz. This and the universal term "dance
heritage", a remnant of old proposals and ambitions.
from&with: Eva Böhmer, Jurate Braginaite, Bea Kiesslinger, Susanne Kudielka, Julia*n Meding,
Natascha Moschini, Gert Radu, Daniela Ruocco, Pascale Utz, Kaspar Wimberley. Foto: Sigmund
A project of the dance scene Baden-Württemberg in cooperation with the Württembergischer
Kunstverein Stuttgart and the Akademie Schloss Solitude. With the kind support of Ministerium für
Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kunst Baden-Württemberg, Innovationsfonds des Landes
Baden-Württemberg, Stiftung Theaterhaus Stuttgart und Stiftung LBBW.
PHOTO/VIDEO/PRESS http://www.nataschamoschini.com/sechsunddreissigtausend/
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The 2017 Wellness Report

In his first full-length theatre production "The 2017 Wellness Report", Latinlover (Aldir Polymeris and
Daniela Ruocco) explores the need for well-being and prosperity in order to negotiate it
performatively in theatre. "The 2017 Wellness Report" is in a report on controversial wellness
methods.
"Think positive, drink smoothies and do yoga while the planet burns." This is how Laury Penny,
feminist and blogger, titles a newspaper article in which she talks about the current "wellness trend".
That's what Latinlover cares about. We want to understand the contradictions of this trend. Its
causes. His successes. The ideology behind it, as well as the historical context. But above all, what
this "trend" means in terms of the current world situation in Switzerland. "The 2017 Wellness Report"
is a report of the most popular wellness methods. We radicalize the concept of wellness and ask:
How can I help myself and the planet? In the search for answers and the most sustainable solution,
the performers Daniela Ruocco and Aldir Polymeris will embody various experts, among others: A
doctor, a suicidal self-help couple, a mate-drinking medium and a cultural pessimist willing to
radicalize.
A performance with a feel-good character?
Konzept, Performance, Video: Daniela Ruocco & Aldir Polymeris
Produktionsleitung: Christiane Dankbar
Lichtdesigne/Technik: Pablo Weber & Luz González
Outside Eye: Marcel Schwald
In co-production with Schlachthaus Theater Bern and kind support of Kultur Stadt Bern Swisslos Kultur Kanton Bern, Burgergemeinde Bern, Fondation Nestlé Pour L’Art.
This production was made possible by Premio - with the support of the Swiss Arts Council Pro
Helvetia, the Ernst Göhner Foundation and the Migros Culture Percentage.
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DIE GROSSE KRISE

helium x hunts the phantom of the hour: the crisis. In its omnipresence, it no longer appears as an
exceptional, but as a permanent state, as the narrative form of the present. But who or what exactly
is behind the crisis and how can we overcome this permanent social cliffhanger? The performance
collective declares the theatre space an experimental laboratory, an epicentre of crisis research. By
all means they go on the search for an adequate interpretation of the prevailing system. Whether
Lehman Brothers, worthless real estate, growing authoritarian tendencies or an early spring rain in
Greenland, more and more system references and crisis symptoms find their place on stage in the
form of objects. The result is a relentless, risky and unpredictable field of experimentation, a
choreography that is constantly transforming itself. And because the crisis is not easy to grasp in its
crisis-like nature, helium x approaches the phenomenon with a wink and polyglot also as a language
and translation crisis.
concept and performance: Daniela Ruocco, Friederike Falk, Philippe Heule, Elina Wunderle, Patrick
Oes stage and costume designe: Lukas Sander, Laura Stocker // production manager: Christiane
Dankbar
technical management, light design: Thomas Kohler
Oeil extérieur: Beatrice Fleischlin
In co-production with Kaserne Basel, Theater Discounter Berlin, Fast Forward Festival Dresden.
Supported by: Fachausschuss Tanz & Theater BS/BL, Ernst Göhner Stiftung, Fondation Nestlé pour
L’Art, Wilhelm und Ida Hertner-Strasser Stiftung.
Link to the webpage „helium-x.ch: https://helium-x.ch/content/pages/die-grosse-krise/
Link to the trailer„"The Great Crisis": https://vimeo.com/240271039
Link to the video recording "The Great Crisis": https://vimeo.com/213046380/869dc44018
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DAS GROSSE DRAMA

The future is announcing itself in dramatic curves pointing straight upwards. The Homo Sapiens has
become the most important factor influencing this planet. The changes are irreversible, the initiated
processes intensify themselves, the consequences are enormous and at the very same time still
incalculable. The performance collective helium x confronts this highly current and at the same time
over-complex problematic situation. In The Great Drama they confront themself with the conflicting
relationship between man and nature.
Knowing that everything is at risk, the performers enter the stage as supposed representatives of the
human species. Time is running out, motivation is high, challenges are bigger: How can an overview
of the facts and history of the relationship of the human-nature crisis be created? Which chapters are
to be illuminated? Who's actually subduing whom? And which "we" even speaks? In only five acts, it
is necessary to stop the inevitable dramaturgy of destruction. In the midst of backdrops and
imaginations, a relentless confrontation with the fatal concepts of world appropriation emerges. In
the struggle for visualization and comprehension, in the awareness of one's own imperfection and
failure, hope, the glimmer of a better future emerges.
concept & performance: Daniela Ruocco, Elina Wunderle, Friederike Falk, Patrick Oes, Philippe
Heule scenery and costumes: Dominik Dober, Laura Knüsel, Léonie Süess // Sound Design: Adolfina
Fuck production management: Christiane Dankbar // technical management, light design Thomas
Kohler Outside Eye Béatrice Fleischlin
In co-production with Kaserne Basel and Theater Discounter Berlin. With the kind support of
Fachausschuss Tanz und Theater BS/BL, Nestle Fondation Pour L’Art.
Link to the webpage „helium-x.ch: https://helium-x.ch/content/pages/neu/
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listen to me!

What do the Estadio Nacional de Chile and the Olympic Stadium in Berlin have in common?
First place of cheerful games. Then abused. Misappropriated during dictatorship and war. Then
again a place of cheerful games. The contradictoriness of these crime scenes is obvious. But what to
do?
La Gran Venganza aka Listen to me! i s the attempt of an answer. A borderline experience
between lecture, biopic and theatre-simulation.
Everyone is addressed, from the Andes to the Alps, everyone is invited to the big event "La Gran
Venganza" in September 2016 at the Estadio Nacional de Santiago de Chile. Under the artistic
direction of Daniela Ruocco and “Anna Pidda” an inimitable action to break the spiral of silence, is
planned. The kick-off event listen to me! for this great project will take place at the Schlachthaus
Theater Bern in the form of an “informative project pitch”. Daniela Ruocco and Anna Pida will talk
about history, responsibility and ways of having fun. This Evening is about theatrical simulation as a
redeeming strategy and about possible ideas how perpetrators of war and crime could be punished
in a lustful and joyful way.
concept, artistic direction, performance: Daniela Ruocco
outside eye: Nils Torpus
stage designe & costume designe: Nina Weber, Regula Müller, Daniela Ruocco
philosophical support: Dögg Sigmarsdóttir
3D graphic design: Daniela Ruocco
Foto: Veronika Köppel
Supported by Bern University of the Arts and Schlachthaus Theater Bern.
Special thanks to the Museo de la Memoria y los Derechos Humanos en Santiago de Chile.
Listen to me! w
 as created during the Master Expanded Theater at Bern University of the Arts and
premiered at Schlachthaus Theater Bern.

